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Editor’s Note
Padraig O’Malley

Introduction
Marcy Murninghan

Wealth

Money and Morality: Pathways toward a Civic Stewardship Ethic (2012)
Corporate Civic Responsibility and the Ownership Agenda: Investing in the Public Good (1994)
Undimmed by Human Tears: American Cities, Philanthropy, and the Civic Ideal (1992)

Power

Behind the Numbers: Conditions of Schooling in Boston (1981)
Getting Power Back:
Court Restoration of Executive Authority in Boston City Government (1985)
The Accountability Web: Weaving Corporate Accountability and Interactive Technology
Co-authored with Bill Baue (2010)

The Public Interest


Equity Culture

Equity Culture and Decent Work: The Case of Amazon (2017)
Improving Impact: Collaborative Multi-Party, Multi-Sector Engagement (2011)
Civic Stewardship

A Framework for Good Ownership and Good Governance (1999)

Trusting Harvard: The Cost of Unprincipled Investing